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A subset, D, of the vertex set of a graph G is called a dominating set of G if each vertex of G 
is either in D or adjacent to some vertex in D. The maximum cardinality of a partition of the 
vertex set of G into dominating sets is the domatic number of G, denoted d(G). G is said to be 
domatically critical if the removal of any edge of G decreases the domatic number, and G is 
domatically full if d(G) assumes the known lower bound of 6(G) + 1. An example is given to 
settle a conjecture of B. Zelinka concerning the structure of a domatically critical graph. We 
also prove that a domatically critical graph G is domatically full if d(G) < 3 and provide’ 
examples to show this does not extend to the cases d(G) > 3. 
1. Introduction 
Consider a finite graph G with vertex set V(G) and edge set E(G), which has 
neither loops nor multiple edges. For x E V(G), N(x) will denote the set of 
vertices in V(G) each of which is adjacent to X. If G and H are two graphs having 
no vertices in common, then G + H denotes the join of G and H. G + H has 
vertex set V(G) U V(H) and edge set E(G) U E(H) U {xy (x E V(G) and y E 
V(H)}. See [l] for any undefined terms. A subset D of V(G) is a dominating set 
of G if every vertex not in D is adjacent to at least one vertex in D. A partition of 
V(G) into dominating sets of G is a D-partition. The concept of dominating sets 
in graphs has been studied extensively in recent years. Many of the resulting 
papers have involved the domination number of G, k(G), which equals the 
minimum number of vertices in a dominating set of G. See [2-41 for a survey of 
some of these results. 
Since the paper of Cockayne and Hedetniemi [3] much attention has been 
given to the maximum number of pairwise disjoint dominating sets of a graph. 
Specifically, the domatic number, d(G), is the maximum number of classes in a 
D-partition of G. For any given D-partition, P, with d(G) classes each vertex of 
G must be adjacent to a vertex of every dominating set in P other than its own. 
This requires each vertex to have degree at least d(G) - 1. Hence we have the 
following result as found in [3]. 
Proposition 1. Zf G is any graph, then d(G) c 6(G) + 1. 
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When 6(G) = 0 or 6(G) = 1 the above upper bound is sharp. While it was 
known that the bound was not sharp for 6(G) > 1, in [6], Zelinka constructs 
graphs of arbitrarily large minimum degree but having domatic number 2. 
A graph G for which d(G) = 6(G) + 1 is said to be domaticully full. The 
following proposition along with Proposition 1 imply that any graph G with 
6(G) s 1 is domatically full. 
Proposition 2 (Ore [S]). Zf D is a minimal dominating set in a graph G with 
6(G) > 1, then V(G) - D contains a minimal dominating set. Thus d(G) = 1 if 
and only if G has an isolated vertex. 
Thus if we add an endvertex to any graph without isolated vertices we obtain a 
graph of domatic number 2. At the other extreme Zelinka’s result yields graphs 
with domatic number 2 and large minimum degree. It appears then that the 
interesting open question posed by Cockayne and Hedetniemi in [3], namely to 
characterize those graphs of domatic number 2, will indeed be difficult to resolve. 
The domatic number of a subgraph need not be related in any consistent way to 
that of the original graph. For example, d(K, U K,) = 1 while d(K,) = n, and 
d(K,) = m but d(T) = 2 for any nontrivial subtree T of K,. However, if H is a 
spanning subgraph of G, then d(H) s d(G). If d(G) = k 2 2 and d(G - e) < k for 
every edge e of G we call G domatically k-critical, or critical for brevity. 
In this paper we present some results concerning critical graphs and the 
relationships between critical and domatically full graphs. 
2. Domatically critical graphs 
A mentioned in the introduction d(H) cd(G) whenever H is a spanning 
subgraph of G. In particular we easily obtain the following bounds for the 
domatic number upon removal of a single edge. 
Proposition 3. d(G) - 1 s d(G - e) s d(G) for any e E E(G). 
Now it follows that G is domatically k-critical if and only if d(G - e) = k - 1 
for every edge e E E(G). One reason for studying domatically k-critical graphs is 
stated in the following. 
Proposition 4. If G is a graph with d(G) = k, then G contains a spanning 
subgraph H which is domatically k-critical. 
Proof. One can simply remove edges (one at a time) from G which do not 
decrease the domatic number until a spanning subgraph G’ of G is obtained 
which is domatically k-critical. Cl 




Fig. 1. A graph and two of its critical spanning subgraphs. 
Of course the k-critical spanning subgraph so obtained is not unique nor is its 
domination number necessarily the same as that of the original graph. In Fig. 1, 
G1 and G2 are two different domatically 3-critical spanning subgraphs of G, 
y(G) = 1, y(G,) = 2, y(G2) = 1. It is also easy to show that one may have to 
remove an arbitrarily large proportion of the original edge set to arrive at a 
critical spanning subgraph. 
Proposition 5. Let G be a domatically k-critical graph with a D-partition 
P = {V,, v,, . . . ) V,}. For each i, V is an independent set. 
Proof. If there is a j, 1 c j s k for which y induces a subgraph which contains an 
edge e, then P is also a D-partition of G - e, which is a contradiction to G being 
domatically k-critical. 0 
Cockayne [2] proposed the study of domatically critical graphs and Zelinka [7] 
provided a necessary condition on a graph G if it is domatically critical. 
Theorem 6 (Zelinka). Let G be a domatically k-critical graph with D-partition 
{v,, v,, * * * , V,}. For any two distinct i, j the subgraph induced by V U q is a 
bipartite graph with parts V. and I$ each of whose connected components is a star 
with at least two vertices. 
Zelinka also conjectured that the necessary condition was sufficient. 
Conjecture 7 (Zelinka). Every graph G which has a D-partition of order d(G) 
having the property described in Theorem 6 is critical. 
If d(G) = 2 then the above conjecture is correct since G is then the disjoint 
union of stars. Every edge e in such a graph in incident with a vertex of degree 
one. G - e has an isolated vertex and so by Proposition 2 d(G - e) = 1. Thus G is 
2-critical. 
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Fig. 2. H, counterexample to conjecture 7. 
For d(G) = 3 we have a counterexample to the conjecture which is shown in 
Fig. 2. d(H) = 3 with D-partition {VI, V,, V,}. For i # j, Vi U I-$ induces a 
bipartite subgraph whose components are all stars, and yet H is not 3-critical 
since H-(3, 6) has { (3, 4, 6}, (2, 8, 9}, (1, 5, 7)) as a D-partition. 
Counterexamples to the conjecture for d(G) = it 2 4 can be constructed by 
forming the join G = H + K,_,. In fact concerning the join of a critical graph to a 
complete graph we have the following result. 
Lemma 8. Suppose G is a graph with d(G) = k. Then G is domatically k-critical if 
and only if G + K,, is domatically (k + n)-critical for every positive integer n. 
Proof. Assume G is k-critical. Let H = G +x. By Proposition 4.2 of [3], 
d(H) = k + 1. Consider an arbitrary edge e of H. If e E E(G), then d(H - e) = 
d((G-e)+x)=d(G-e)+l=k-l+l=k. Suppose that eEE(H) but e$ 
E(G), say e = (x, u), and assume d(H - e) = k + 1. Let P = {VI, V,, . . . , V,,,} 
be a D-partition of H - e with x E V,,, and u E V,, r # 1. If r = k + 1, set v = u. 
Otherwise there exists a vertex v #x in V,,, since u must be dominated by V,,, 
in H - e. But then Wi = VI U (V,,, - {x}) is a dominating set of G and WI is not 
independent since v is dominated by VI in H - e. P’ = {WI, V,, . . . , Vk} is a 
D-partition of the k-critical graph G contrary to Proposition 5. 
Thus, d(H - e) = k and H is domatically (k + 1)-critical. The general conclu- 
sion regarding G + K,, follows by induction. If G has domatic number k but is not 
critical, then G + K,, cannot be critical since each vertex of K,, forms a dominating 
set of G + K,,, and an edge whose removal from G does not lower the domatic 
number can also be deleted from G + K,, leaving the domatic number 
unchanged. 0 
Starting with a graph Gk which is known to be domatically k-critical we can 
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repeatedly apply Lemma 8 to obtain a sequence of graphs Gk, Gk+l, Gk+2, . . . 
where G, (n a k) is n-critical. If G, = K2 then this sequence is the sequence of 
complete graphs. The wheel, W,,, occurs as the second term of a sequence which 
begins with C3”, a 3-critical graph; 12 copies of K4 with one vertex from each 
identified results from letting G3 be II disjoint copies of K3. 
3. Relationships between critical and full 
If G is a graph each of whose edges is incident with a vertex of degree one, 
then G is 2-critical. In fact, if d(H) = n 3 2 and each edge of H is incident with a 
vertex of degree n - 1, then the deletion of any edge of H leaves a graph H’ with 
6(H’) = n - 2 and so by Proposition 1, d(H’) = n - 1 and H is n-critical. For 
example, such a graph H can be constructed either by the method described in 
the proof of Theorem 2 in Zelinka [7] or by joining a vertex to a regular 
domatically full graph having domatic number IZ - 1. 
We now investigate a modified converse to the preceding. In particular, if G is 
a domatically n-critical graph, is G necessarily domatically full? The structure of a 
2-critical graph G - each component is a nontrivial star - allows one to see that G 
is domatically full. It is also true for II = 3 but is false for II 2 4, as the following 
shows. 
Theorem 9. Every domatically 3-critical graph is domatically full. However, for 
each n 3 4 there exists a graph which is n-critical but which is not domatically full. 
Proof. Let G be a domatically 3-critical graph with D-partition P = {VI, Vz, V3}. 
Assume G is not domatically full; that is 6(G) 2 3. We handle first the case 
6(G) = 3. 
Let u be a vertex of G with deg(u) = 3. Assume without loss of generality that 
u E VI, N(u) = {u,, u2, ug} with u1 E V2, u2, u3 E V,. Since G is 3-critical, P is not 
a D-partition of either G - (u, u2) or G -(u, ug), and so N(uJ s {u} U V,, 
N(u3) G {u> u v,. 
Let wl, w2 E N(u2) fl V2 and w,, w4 E N(u3) rl V2. If {wl, w2} rl {We, w4} # 0 then 
the subgraph induced by V2U V, has a component which is not a star, 
contradicting Theorem 6. Thus V2 has at least 4 vertices. Each wi, 1s i c 4, has a 
unique neighbor in V, by Theorem 6 and so must have at least 2 neighbors in 
V1 :x1, x2 E N(w,) n VI; x3, x4 E N(w2) n VI; x5, x6 E N(W3) n VI; x7, x8 E N(W4) n 
VI. As above the sets {xi, x2}, {x3, x4}, {x5, x6}, and {x7, xs} are pairwise 
disjoint and so VI contains at least 8 vertices. Continuing in this manner we see V3 
contains at least 16 vertices, V2 has at least 32 vertices, and so on. Since G is finite 
this is clearly impossible, and so 6(G) cannot be 3. 
The proof showing 6(G) cannot be 4 or larger proceeds similarly starting with 
any vertex of minimum degree. Thus 6(G) = 2 and G is domatically full if it is 
3-critical. 0 
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Fig. 3. A 4-critical graph K, 6(K) = 4. 
The graph K of Fig. 3 is 4-critical but is not domatically full. Since K is regular 
of degree 4 it is easy to see that any dominating set of K must have at least 3 
vertices, so d(G) c y = 4 and the indicated partition {VI, V,, V,, V,} is a 
D-partition so d(K) = 4. To prove that K is critical, we found (by computer) all 
dominating sets of cardinality 3. In addition to VI, V,, V,, V, are {2,5,7}, 
(478, IO>, {3,6, II> and { 1,9,12}. It is now straightforward to check that 
d(K - e) = 3 for every edge e of K. 
By Lemma 8, K + K,_, is n-critical but not domatically full. We have also 
constructed a 5regular graph which is domatically 5critical and suspect that for 
any k > 4 there exists a k-regular graph which is k-critical. 
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